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Abstract
Attribute reduction is one of the key issues for data preprocess in data mining. Many
heuristic attribute reduction algorithms based on discernibility matrix have been
proposed for inconsistent decision tables. However, these methods are usually
computationally time-consuming. To address this issue, the derived consistent decision
tables are defined for different definitions of relative reducts. The computations for
different reducts of the original inconsistent decision tables are converted into the
computations for their corresponding reducts of the derived consistent datasets. The
relationships among different core sets and attribute reducts are further discussed. The
relative discernibility object pair and the more optimal relative discernibility degree from
view of the boundary region are designed to accelerate the attribute reduction process.
An efficient attribute reduction framework using relative discernibility degree is proposed
for large datasets. Experimental results show that our attribute reduction algorithms are
effective and feasible for large inconsistent datasets.
Keywords: Rough set, attribute reduction, discernibility matrix, boundary region,
counting sort

1. Introduction
In recent years, many datasets increase dramatically in the number of objects and in the
condition attributes. In general, there exist some irrelevant and redundant attributes. It is
found that such attributes will decrease the generalization power of the learned classifiers
for some data mining and machine learning tasks. Attribute reduction, also called feature
selection, is often carried out as a preprocessing step to find a minimum subset of
attributes that provides the same descriptive or classification ability as the entire set of
attributes. In recent years, attribute reduction with rough set theory [14] has attracted
many attentions. There are many types of attribute reducts in inconsistent decision tables
[7,25,8,11]. Pawlak proposed the classical attribute reduction, which preserved the
positive region and extracted the deterministic decision rules. However, since there has
noise data, most decision tables are inconsistent. The Pawlak reduct cannot preserve nondeterministic decision information for inconsistent decision tables. To this end,
Kryszkiewicz [7] proposed assignment reduction and distribution reduction which can
preserve the non-deterministic information in the boundary region and mined some
possible decision rules. In an inconsistent decision table, assignment reduction can
maintain unchanged the possible decisions for an arbitrary object, while distribution
reduction can preserve the class membership distribution for all of the objects. Zhang et
al. [25] had proposed the maximum distribution reduction which can maintain unchanged
the maximum decision classes for all of the objects. Thus, we can derive the maximum
decision rules from an inconsistent decision table. Li et al. [8] proposed an efficient
heuristic attribute reduction algorithm for the Pawlak reduct of three types of derived
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consistent decision tables. Miao et al. [11] systematically studied the relationships among
different relative reducts using discernibility matrix.
Different efficient attribute reduction algorithms for different models of rough sets and
different types of rough sets have been developed to acquire an optimal reduct or the set
of all reducts. As we all know, finding all reducts is NP-Hard problem. Therefore, we
usually acquire a reduct. In heuristic search strategy among attribute reduction methods
[27], we first start with an empty set, and then add the most optimal attribute into the
reduct one by one. Most existing heuristic attribute reduction algorithms employed
dependency function [15,21,9], information gain [10,15], and other measures [13] to
select the most significant attribute in each round. For Pawalk reduct, Qian and Liang [15]
proposed positive approximation to characterize the granulation structure of a rough set
using a granulation order for improving the time efficiency of the positive region
|C |
O( C  U  1 | U i |( C  i  1))
reduction algorithm with
. Qian and Miao [16] proposed
a fast attribute reduction algorithm based on positive region, discernibility matrix and
2
information entropy with max( O( C  U ) , O( C   U  C ) ) using counting sort
technique. Many researchers began to study attribute reduction algorithms for different
relative reducts in inconsistent decision tables. Jiang et al. [5] proposed a quick
distribution reduction algorithm with O( C  U ) using Hash technology based on
information entropy criteria. Li et al. [9] derived three novel types of attribute
significance measures and presented quick attribute reduction algorithms for the
assignment reduct, the distribution reduct, and the maximum distribution reduct in the
2
inconsistent decision table with O( C   U ) . Another important attribute reduction
method for different types of relative reducts utilized the discernibility information from
discernibility matrix [18,26] to acquire different relative reducts in inconsistent decision
tables. Zhang et al. [25] proposed an approach to maximum distribution reduction based
on discernibility matrix. Miao et al. [11] systematically studied relative reduct
construction based on discernibility matrix and presented the generalized discernibility
matrix and discernibility function. However, reduct construction methods based on
2
discernibility matrix have high cost of storage with space complexity O( C  U  ) for a

large decision table with  U  objects and  C  conditional attributes. Thus, storing and
deleting the element cells in a discernibility matrix is a time-consuming process. Although
discernibility matrix-based methods can find all the reducts, they become not feasible for
large datasets. Therefore, an efficient heuristic attribute reduction algorithm is desirable.
Since an efficient heuristic attribute reduction method reflects in three aspects—
computing equivalence classes, reducing storage and minimizing the search space, our
focus is on how to improve the time efficiency of a heuristic attribute reduction algorithm.
In order to accelerate the attribute reduction process, we first emphasize and unify various
types of relative reducts in inconsistent decision tables and discuss the relationships
among core sets and these relative reducts. Then, we propose a more reasonable
uncertainty measure from view of the boundary region—relative indiscernibility degree
and employ the counting sort algorithm with time complexity O( C  U ) to compute the
equivalence classes and core attributes. Finally, we propose an efficient attribute
reduction framework for inconsistent decision tables with time complexity max
2
( O( C   U  C ) , O( C  U ) ). Numerical experiments show that our methods are more
efficient and feasible for large inconsistent decision tables.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review necessary
concepts in rough set theory. Section 3 defines the derived consistent decision table and
discusses the relationships among core sets and five relative reducts. Section 4 designs a
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more optimal relative discernibility degree from view of the boundary region and presents
an efficient attribute reduction framework for inconsistent decision tables. Section 5 gives
some numerical experimental results to validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed algorithms. Finally, we conclude this paper and several issues for future works.

2. Basic Notions
In this section, we review the basic notions of the Pawlak rough set model regarding
classification and approximation [11, 23, 25]. For classification tasks, we consider a
special information table with a set of decision attributes. Such an information table is
called a decision table.
Definition 1. [11] A decision table is defined as: S = (U, At  C  D , {Va  a  At} ,
{I a  a  At} ), where U  {x1  x2  …, xn } is a finite non-empty set of objects, At is a finite

nonempty set of attributes, C  {c1  c2  …, cm } is a set of condition attributes describing
the objects, and D is a set of decision attributes that indicates the classes of objects. Va is
a nonempty set of values of a  At , and I a : U  Va is an information function that maps
an object in U to exactly one value in Va . a( x) denotes the value of attribute a for object
x.

Let A  U  U an equivalence relation on U . The equivalence relation A determines
a partition of U, denoted by U  IND( A) , or simply  A . The equivalence class of
U  IND( A) containing object x is given by [ x]IND( A)  { y U  ( x y)  IND( A)} . For
[ x]IND ( A) IND( A)
simplicity, we write [ x]A instead of
if
is understood. Assume that D =
{d } in this paper, where d is a decision attribute which describes the decision for each
object, and Vd ={1, 2, …, k }. A table with multiple decision attributes can be easily
transformed into a table with a single decision attribute by considering the Cartesian
product of the original decision attributes.
Consider a partition  D = {D1  D2  .... Dk } of the universe U with respect to the decision

attribute D and another partition  A = {A1  A2  …, Ar } defined by a set of condition
attributes A. The equivalence classes induced by the partition (i.e. , U/IND(A)) are the
basic blocks to construct the Pawlak rough set approximations.
Definition 2. For a decision class Di   D , the lower and upper approximations of Di
with respect to a partition  A are defined by Pawlak [30]:
apr A( Di )  {x U  [ x] A  Di }
apr A( Di )  {x U  [ x] A  Di  }

(1)

For the partition  D , we can compute its lower and upper approximations in terms of k
two-class problems. POS A ( D) indicates the union of all the equivalence classes defined

by  A that each for sure can induce a certain decision. BND A( D) indicates that the union
of all the equivalence classes defined by  A that each can induce a partial decision.
Definition 3. For a decision table S, a positive region and boundary region of a
partition  D with respect to a partition  A are defined as:
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POS A( D) 
1 i  k

BND A( D) 
1 i  k

apr A( Di )
(apr A ( Di )  apr A ( Di ))

(2)
(
D
)
POS
C
Definition 4. For a decision table S, all objects in
are called consistent
(
D
)
objects. The objects in U - POS C
, are called inconsistent objects. If POS C ( D) = U,
then the decision table is consistent, Dk 1 =  ; other S is inconsistent.
In what follows, we briefly review the concepts of the assignment reduct, the
distribution reducts and the maximum distribution reduct [2, 7, 8, 9].
For any x U , A  C , a decision vector  A ( x) is defined as follows:

 A ( x)  ( p( D1  [ x]A ) p( D2  [ x]A ) ,…, p( Dk  [ x]A ) )

where

p ( D j  [ x] A )

 D j [ x ] A 

=

[ x ] A 

(3)

, j=1, 2, …, k.

It is obvious that  A ( x) is a probability distribution. On this basis, the maximum
decision function  A ( x) is defined as follows:

 A ( x)  {D j  p( D j  [ x]A )  argmax1i k p( Di  [ x]A )}

(4)

Obviously,  A ( x) is the decision equivalence classes that has the maximum rough
membership of object x. For x U , the generalized decision function  A ( x) is defined
as follows:

 A ( x)  {D j  p( D j  [ x]A )  0}

(5)

It can be seen that  A ( x) is the family of decision equivalence classes that have an
intersection with [ x]A .
Definition 5. [11] For a decision table S, the relative indiscernibility and discernibility
relations induced by A  C with respect to D are defined as:
IND( A  D)  {( x y)  a  A[ I a ( x)  I a ( y)]  I d ( x)  I d ( y)}
DIS ( A  D)  {( x y )  a  A[ I a ( x)  I a ( y)]  I d ( x)  I d ( y)}

(6)

Definition 6. For an inconsistent decision table S, A  C . Then we have:
(1) A is a Pawlak-consistent set of C if POS A ( D) = POSC ( D) . If A is a Pawlakconsistent set and no proper subset of A is a Pawlak-consistent set, then A is referred to as
a Pawlak reduct of S.
(2) A is an assignment-consistent set of C if x U ,  A ( x) =  C ( x) . If A is an
assignment-consistent set and no proper subset of A is an assignment-consistent set, then
A is referred to as an assignment reduct of S.
(3) A is a maximum distribution-consistent set of C if x U ,  A ( x) =  C ( x) . If A is
a maximum distribution-consistent set and no proper subset of A is a maximum
distribution-consistent set, then A is referred to as a maximum distribution reduct of S.
(4) A is a distribution-consistent set of C if x U ,  A ( x) = C ( x) . If A is a
distribution-consistent set and no proper subset of A is a distribution-consistent set, then
A is referred to as a distribution reduct of S.
(5) A is a relative indiscernibility relation-consistent set of C if IND( A  D) =
IND(C  D) . If A is a relative indiscernibility relation-consistent set and no proper subset

of A is a relative indiscernibility relation-consistent set, then A is referred to as a relative
indiscernibility relation reduct of S.
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3. The Relationships among Attribute Reduction Algorithms
According to Definition 6, we can design many attribute reduction algorithms to derive
different reducts. In order to emphasize and unify various types of relative reducts in
inconsistent decision tables, we first define the derived consistent decision table.
Definition 7. For an inconsistent decision table S, A  C , the derived consistent
decision table S is defined as
S  (U  C  {d }{Va  a  C  {d }}{I a  a  C  {d }})

(7)

where d ( = {p,  ,  ,  ,  }) denotes the decision attribute for the Pawlak reduct,
distribution reduct, maximum distribution reduct, assignment reduct and relative
indiscernibility relation reduct, respectively.
In order to efficiently deal with inconsistent decision tables, we convert the
computation of five types of relative reducts for the original inconsistent decision table
into the computation for their corresponding reducts for the derived consistent decision
tables. Thus, any an efficient heuristic attribute reduction algorithm for Pawlak reduct can
be used to reduce computational costs. In what follows, we discuss the relationships
among different core sets and different definitions of relative reducts.
3.1. The Relationships among Five Core Sets

In order to improve the performance of an attribute reduction algorithm, many
researchers [16, 22, 28] study core attributes to reduce search space. Here we define the
core set for the derived consistent decision table.
Definition 8. For a derived consistent decision table S , A  C , the discernibility
(m )
matrix M = ij is defined as
mij  {a  a  C I a ( xi )  I a ( x j )  d ( xi )  d ( x j )}

x U
where xi U , j
and

(8)

= {p,  ,  ,  ,  }.

Definition 9. For a derived consistent decision table S , A  C , the core set Core is
defined as
Core  {a  mij  {a} mij  M }
(9)




where = {p, , , ,
}.
Core
Theorem 1. For a derived consistent decision table S , Core and
are the core
attribute sets for relative indiscernibility relation reduct and distribution reduct, we have
Core  Core
.
Core Core
Theorem 2. For a derived consistent decision table S ,
,
and Core are
the core attribute sets for distribution reduct, maximum distribution reduct and assignment
Core  Core
Core  Core
reduct, we have
and
.
Core p
Theorem 3. For a derived consistent decision table S , Core and
are the core
Core  Core p
attribute sets for assignment reduct and Pawlak reduct, we have
.
Example 1: Table 1 provides a decision table S, where U={1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} is the set
of objects, C={ c1 , c2 } is the set of condition attributes, and D={d} is the set of decision
attribute.
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Table 1. A Decision Table
U
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

c1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

c2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

d
1
0
1
1
0
1
0

From Table 1, we can acquire the core of maximum distribution reduct { c1 }. However,
the core of positive reduct is { c2 }. Thus, the two core sets are irrelevant. As well, we can
compute the core of assignment reduct { c2 }. The core sets of assignment reduct and
maximum distribution reduct are also irrelevant.
As illustrated in the above theorems, we have the following conclusions.
Theorem 4. For an inconsistent decision table S, we have
Core  Core  Core  Corep
1.
;
Core  Core  Core
2.
.
Core p
Core
Core
Theorem 5. For a consistent decision table S, we have
=
=
=
Core = Core .
3.2. The Relationships among Five Relative Reducts
From Definition 6, one can check that a Pawlak reduct can keep the positive region
unchanged; an assignment reduct can keep the possible decision of any object x
unchanged; a distribution reduct can keep the distribution of rough membership values of
all objects in U unchanged; a maximum distribution reduct can keep the maximum
decision classes of all objects in U unchanged, and a relative indiscernibility relation
reduct can keep the decision partition of any object x unchanged. Since the boundary
region exists for an inconsistent decision table, different partitions induced by each type
of relative reduct are combined as shown in Figure 1. All partitions in the boundary
region for Pawlak reduct is regarded as an equivalence class in Figure 1(a), while the
partitions in the boundary region for relative indiscernibility relation reduct are the same
as that of the original dataset in Figure 1(c) and (d). For assignment reduct, some
partitions are combined if the possible decisions of two equivalence classes are the same

in Figure 1( b ). For distribution reduct, some partitions are combined if the rough
membership distribution values of two equivalence classes are the same in Figure 1(b).
For maximum distribution reduct, some partitions are combined if the maximum decision

classes of two equivalence classes are the same in Figure 1( b ).
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Figure 1. Different Partitions for Five Relative Reducts
In what follows, we study the relationships among five relative reducts from the
algebra view, information view and relative discernibility view. The notation ―1  2‖
denotes that if 1 is satisfied, then 2 will be satisfied as well.
According to the available research results [2,29] and Theorems 1–3, we can obtain
two theorems as follows.
Theorem 6. For an inconsistent decision table S, A  C , x U , we have:
1. [ IND( A  D)  IND(C  D)]  [ A ( x)  C ( x)]  [ A ( x)   C ( x)] ;
2. [ IND( A  D)  IND(C  D)]  [ A ( x)  C ( x)]  [ A ( x)  C ( x)]  [ POS A ( D)  POSC ( D)] .
Theorem 7. For a consistent decision table S, A  C , x U , we have:
IND(A|D)=IND(C|D)
 [ A ( x)  C ( x)]  [ A ( x)   C ( x)] 

[ A ( x)   C ( x)]  [ POS A ( D)  POSC ( D)]
.
The relationships among five relative reducts are shown as in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Relationships among the Superset-Subsets of Five Relative
Reducts

4. Efficient Attribute Reduction Algorithms Using Relative
Discernibility Degree for Inconsistent Decision Tables
As we all know, many researchers [3,16,22,23,24] employed discernibility matrix for
attribute reduction. For small datasets, we can generate discernibility matrix to compute
all reducts or a reduct. For large datasets, we cannot construct discernibility matrix for
attribute reduction. Ngugen [12] and Korzeń [6] implemented efficient heuristic
algorithms for acquiring a reduct through computing discernibility object pairs. Chen et al.
[3] proposed an attribute reduction method using sample pair selection for all reducts. In
order to further accelerate attribute reduction for large inconsistent decision tables without
constructing discernibility matrix, we must design a more reasonable uncertainty measure
to evaluate discernibility information. In this section, we discuss relative discernibility
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object pair and relative discernibility degree which is similar to the relative discernibility
degree [19]. However, our uncertainty measure will generate less relative discernibility
object pair and the computation is more feasible in parallel [17].
4.1. Discernibility Object Pair and Relative Discernibility Degree
Based on these studies, we define the discernibility object pair and relative
discernibility degree, and design the efficient method for computing the number of
discernibility object pairs.
k
1
2
Suppose  D = {d , d , …, d } and  A = {A1 , A2 , …, Ar } for the derived
A
ni
consistent decision table S . In p , there exist p objects whose decision value is i.
i
Obviously, all objects whose decision value is i in any equivalence class forms d . In
i
i
i
i
other words, n1 + … + nr equals n , the number of the objects in d . Similarly, we can
1
1
k
k
check that n1 + … + nr + … + n1 + … + nr equals n, the number of the objects in U.
For any two objects, if the decision values are different and the combinational values on
condition attributes A are also different, then A can discern that two objects.
1
Definition 10. For a derived consistent decision table S , let A  C ,  D = {d ,

d 2 , …, d k } , the discernibility object pair set of A with respect to d can be defined as
DOPA :
DOPA  { x y  x  d i  y  d j a  A I a ( x)  I a ( y)}

(10)

where d   D , d   D , 1  i  j  k .
i

j

The relative discernibility degree of A with respect to D is denoted by  DOPA  , which
is equal to the number of discernibility object pairs. Thus, how to efficiently compute the
number of discernibility object pairs is one of the most crucial issues in attribute reduction.
{A
Definition 11. For a derived consistent decision table S , let A  C and = 1 ,
A2 , …, Ar } , we get the number of object pairs that condition attributes A can discern.
DIS A    nip nqj
1i  j  k 1 p  q  r
(11)
According to the above equation, computing DIS A (the relative discernibility degree)

is very complex, therefore we calculate the number of those object pairs that A can not
discern in turn. The main idea is that for any two objects, if the decision values are
different and the combinational attribute values in terms of condition attributes A are the
same, then A can not discern that two objects. An indiscernibility object pair with respect
to the conditional attributes A is generated from any two objects which have different
decision values and the same combinational values on A .
1
Definition 12. For a derived consistent decision table S , let A  C ,  D = {d ,
d 2 , …, d k } , the indiscernibility object pair set of A with respect to D can be defined as
DOPA :
DOPA  { x y  x  d i  y  d j a  A I a ( x)  I a ( y)}

(12)

where d   D , d   D , 1  i  j  k .
i

j

{A
Definition 13. For a derived consistent decision table S , let A  C and = 1 , A2 ,
…, Ar } , we get the number of pairs of objects that condition attributes A can not discern.
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DIS A 

 

1 p  r 1i  j  k

nip n pj



(13)
ni n j

According to Definition 13, if A is  , then DIS = 1i  j  k
. When DIS A does not
equal 0, we must add some other attribute to discern those remaining indiscernibility
object pairs. Assume that the selected attribute is an attribute a, then those object pairs are
composed of some which attribute a can discern and the rest which attribute a can not
discern.
Theorem 8. Given a derived consistent decision table S for a  C  A ,
DIS Aa  DIS Aa = DIS A .

Theorem 9. Given a derived consistent decision table S for a  C , DISa + DISa =
ni n j

1i  j  k
.
According to Definitions 10 and 12, the computation of the relative discernibility
degree will change into computing the number of indiscernibility object pairs. Since
indiscernibility object pairs are generated from the boundary region with respect to
condition attributes from A, our improved relative discernibility degree is more easily
calculated, especially more suitable for parallel computing.
4.2. The Relationships among Three Attribute Reduction Algorithms Using
Dependency Function, Information Gain and Relative Discernibility Degree
In what follows, we mainly discuss the relationships among three attribute reduction
algorithms based on dependency function, information gain and relative discernibility
degree.
D
Theorem 10. For a consistent decision table S, an attribute set A  C , we have [ DIS A
D
= DISC = 0]  [ H ( D  A) = H ( D  C ) =0]  [  A ( D) =  C ( D) = 1].
Theorem 11. For an inconsistent decision table S, an attribute set A  C , if  A ( D) =

 C ( D) , then we have H ( D  A)  H ( D  C )

and

DIS AD  DISCD .

Theorem 12. For an inconsistent decision table S, an attribute set A  C , if H ( D  A)

DIS A  DISC .
= H ( D  C ) , we can have
As indicated in Theorems 10-12, we can conclude that these three kinds of attribute
reduction algorithms are inequivalent to each other for inconsistent decision tables but
equivalent for consistent decision tables. In the following subsection, we mainly compute
the equivalence classes, the derived consistent decision table and the core attributes using
a counting sort algorithm, which plays a pivotal role in attribute reduction methods.
D

D

4.3. Efficient Attribute Reduction Algorithms from View of the Boundary Region
In rough set model, classical attribute reduction algorithms mainly deal with
categorical data. Thus, we can recode the symbol attributes with a set of consecutive
nature numbers. We mainly focus on discussing a decision table with a set of integral
numbers in this paper. As we all know, an efficient heuristic attribute reduction method
reflects in three aspects—computing equivalence classes, reducing storage and
minimizing the search space. In order to accelerate the process of attribute reduction, we
use an efficient counting sort algorithm for computing equivalence classes and core
attribute, which time complexity is cut down to O( A  U ) [16]. In addition, we use our
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improved relative discernibility degree to construct an efficient attribute reduction
framework from view of the boundary region which can turn into different attribute
reduction algorithms to acquire different relative reducts.
Definition 14. For a derived consistent decision table S , let A  C and a  C  A ,
then the significance of attribute a is defined by:
DIS Aa
sig ( A a d )  1 
 ni n j
1 i  j  k



(14)

n n  DIS Aa  0
i

j

0  sig ( A a d )  1
As
, we have
and this attribute measure is
monotonic. Therefore, we can employ it to construct an efficient attribute reduction
framework as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Attribute reduction framework from view of the boundary region
Input: An inconsistent decision table S.
Output: A reduct Red.
Begin
1i  j  k

1. Compute  C and  D using counting sort algorithm;
2. Compute the distribution of the decision attribute D and assign the values for new
decision attribute d for each Ci   C , and acquire the derived consistent decision table
S ;
3. Let Red =  ;

4. Sort the object sequence in terms of C, and compute
{c }
then Core (C ) = Core (C )  1 ;

DISC {c1 }

; If

DISC {c1 }

> 0,

5. For i=2 to m do
Sort the previous object sequence in terms of ci 1 ;
DISC {ci }
{c }
If
> 0, then Core (C ) = Core (C )  i ;

{
}

Core (C )

6. Red = Red 
;
7. If DIS Red = 0, then turn to Step 11;
8. To each attribute a  C  Red , compute DIS Red a ;

sig ( Red  a  d )
sig ( Red  a d )
9. Let
= min (
)(if the attribute like that is not only
one, select one attribute arbitrarily);

10. Red = Red a , turn to Step 8;
11.Output Red.
End.
The time complexity of step 1 is O( C  U ) . That of Step 2 is O( C  D  U ) . That of

Step 3 is O(1) . The time complexity of Steps 4 and 5 is O( C  U ) . The time complexity
of Steps 6 and 7 is O(1) . The worst time complexity of Step 8 is O( C  U  C ) . Thus the
worst time complexity of the eighth step to the tenth step is O( U  C  C ) +
O( U  C  ( C  1)) + … + O( U  C ) = O( C 2  U  C ) . Therefore, the time complexity
2
of this algorithm is no more than max( O( C  U ) , O( C   U  C ) ). The space
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complexity is no more than O( U ) .
Example 2: Table 2 provides a decision table S, where U={1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11} is the set of objects, C={ c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 } is the set of condition attributes, and
D={d} is the set of decision attribute.
Table 2. A Decision Table
U c1
1 1
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 0
6 1
7 0
8 1
9 0
10 1
11 0

c2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

c3
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0

c4
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

c5 d
11
10
10
11
11
10
11
12
10
11
11

Here we can calculate the equivalence classes {3, 5}, {7, 9, 11},{2, 4}, {6, 8, 10} and
{1} using counting sort algorithm. Thus, we easily acquire the derived consistent decision
table and core attributes as Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 provides a derived consistent decision
table S from an inconsistent decision table S while Table 4 provides the core attribute set
for a derived consistent decision table S .
Table 3. A Derived Consistent Decision Table

C

No.

d p d d d  d decision probability distribution

1 C1
= {11111} p1 1  1 1 1
2 C2
= {00111} p2  2  2  2 2
3 C3
= {00101} p2  2  2  2 3
4 C4
= {10111} p2  3  3 3 4
5 C5
= {00011} p2  2  1  4 5

(0, 1, 0)
1

(2,
1
2

( ,
1
3

( ,
1
3

( ,

1
2
1
2
1
3

2
3

, 0)
, 0)
,

1
3

)

, 0)

Table 4. Number of Core Attribute Set for Five Reducts
Core p (C ) Core (C ) Core (C )
{

c2 }

{

Core (C )

Core (C )

c1 , c2 } { c1 , c2 , c3 }{ c1 , c2 , c3 }{ c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 }

5. Experimental Analysis
5.1. Efficiency Evaluation
In order to evaluate the time efficiencies of our algorithms, we implement some
experiments on a personal computer with Windows7, 2.40 GHZ CPU and 16GB memory.
The software is Visual C# 2012. The objective of the following experimental results is to
show the time efficiencies of attribute reduction algorithms using relative discernibility.
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Since our approaches and traditional attribute reduction algorithms only deal with discrete
attributes, we employ Rosetta software (http://www.lcb.uu.se/tools/rosetta/) to fill in some
missing values and transform the numerical data into discrete ones. We perform the
experiments on six datasets, which are three publicly available datasets from UCI
Repository of machine learning databases in [1] and three synthetic datasets. Each dataset
has only one decision attribute. For one synthetic datasets Dataset1, the values of their
condition attributes and decision attribute are generated randomly from 0 to 9. For another
two synthetic datasets Dataset2 and Dataset3, the values of their condition attributes and
decision attribute are generated randomly from 1 to 5. The characteristics of six datasets
are summarized in Table 5. Note that Mushroom* denotes the decision values of the
objects are random.
Table 5. Description of the Datasets
NoDataset
Objects AttributesClassConsistencyBoundary Region
1 Chess-end-game3196
36
2
yes
0
2 Mushroom*
8124
22
2
no
4012
3 Connect-4
67557 42
3
yes
0
4 Dataset1
500,000 30
10 no
87575
5 Dataset2
500,000 30
5
no
125035
6 Dataset3
1,000,00030
5
no
204337
We here compare an attribute reduction algorithm based on discernibility matrix(DM)
with our algorithm(DIS) as shown in Figure 3. Although both the running time of DM and
DIS increase with the size of the datasets, the former consumes large memory and
increases much more rapidly than the latter because DM algorithm needs to generate large
discernibility matrix, especially when the number of the objects is greater than 10,000.

Figure 3. The Running Time for DM and DIS
In the following experiments, we mainly discuss running time, number of selected
attributes and average length of decision rules of our algorithm using relative
discernibility degree. We divided the dataset Connect-4 into 7 parts according to the
number of objects. The first 10000 objects were regarded as the first dataset, the first
20000 objects were viewed as the second dataset, and so on. The whole objects were
viewed as the seventh dataset. We divided the dataset Datasets6 to 10 parts according to
the number of objects. As indicated in Figure 4 and 5, we compare running time,
numbers of selected attribute and average length with respect to the number of increasing
objects. One can check that the effect of the proposed relative discernibility degree
measure is similar to that of information entropy. The running time for attribute reduction
based on dependency function is shorter because the computation of dependency measure
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is simpler than that of the other two measures. However, the number of selected attribute
is much bigger and average lengths of decision rules is much longer for dependency
function for different incremental datasets of Connect-4 in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Number of Selected Attributes, Running Time and Average Length
of Rules on Connect-4

Figure 5. Number of Selected Attributes, Running Time and Average Length
of Rules on Dataset6
Then, we compare the number of the derived decision classes in the boundary region
and running time for five different relative reducts acquired by our algorithms in Figs. 6
and 7. We also compare our algorithm (Dis) with other two attribute reduction algorithms
using dependency function (POS) and information entropy (Info) for five relative reducts
on four inconsistent datasets in Figure 7. It is found that our algorithm is similar to the
attribute reduction algorithm based on information entropy. One can also check that the
AR
running time of distribution reduct(
) and the relative indiscernibility relation
reduct( AR ) are much longer than those of three other relative reducts. In general, the
more the merged equivalence classes in the boundary region are, the longer the running
time is.

Figure 6. Number of Different Boundary Classes and Running Time on Six
Datasets for Five Relative Reducts
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Figure 7. Running Time on Four Inconsistent Datasets for Three Algorithms
These differences can be illustrated as shown in Table 7 in details. The reason is that
AR
and AR need to discern much more equivalence classes in the boundary region.
For example, they must discern 21238 and 87545 equivalence classes for Dataset 2.
Although the sizes of Dataset1 and Dataset2 are almost the same, the running time for
Dataset2 is much shorter than that for Dataset1 since the number of the equivalence
classes of the inconsistent objects on Dataset2 is less than that on Dataset1 for AR .
Table 7. Size of Boundary Classes and Length/Number for Five Reducts
ReductsMushroom*Dataset1 Dataset2
Dataset3
length size
length
size length size length size
number

number

number

number

AR p

1

86832
6223

1

321018
58527

1

954745
120204

1

1821826
287061

AR

5

86863
6225

502

598948
99786

26

1373970
165394

1

1821826
287061

AR

4012

101309
7141

21238 599150
226
99812

1381947
166145

10

2111053
325115

AR

153

97378
6890

502

1351397
163093

1

1930696
302217

AR

4012

101309
7141

87545 599197
125035 1383758
204337 2133390
166353
327859
99818

593750
99087

26

5.2. Related Discussion
In this subsection, we summarize the advantages of our algorithms for attribute
reduction and offer some comments. Nguyen in [12] proposed the algorithm for
computing of positive regions in O( C  U  log  U ) time using O( U ) space. This

algorithm used the lexicographical order and sorted objects in O( C  U  log  U ) time.
However, we introduce a counting sort algorithm with time complexity O( C  U ) to sort
objects for computing positive regions and core attributes. In addition, Nguyen
2
implemented Johnson strategy for computing of short reducts in O( C   U  log  U ) ,
which is similar to algorithm 1 employing quick sort technique. But our algorithm takes
2
time in max(O( C  U ) O( C   U  C )) without building the discernibility matrix as
well. The main improvement in our algorithms lies in the sort technique, equivalence
classes and a more reasonable uncertainty measure. From the experimental analysis, we
can conclude that our approaches are faster than the corresponding algorithms [10,12,25]
in general, especially for large inconsistent datasets. Furthermore, our algorithms can
easily compute different definitions of relative reducts for the derived consistent decision
tables.
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6. Conclusions
Attribute reduction can reduce dimensionality and improve classification accuracy. In
order to improve attribute reduction, we first discussed the relationships among different
core attributes and different definitions of relative reducts, then designed the derived
consistent decision table and a more reasonable uncertainty measure—relative
discernibility degree, and finally proposed an efficient attribute reduction algorithm
framework using discernibility degree with time complexity no more than
max(O( C  U ) O( C 2  U  C )) for feature selection in data mining. A series of
experiments are conducted on six datasets for evaluating the proposed algorithms. The
results show that our methods are effective and can efficiently obtain different relative
reducts.
Future work includes improving the proposed algorithm further and mining decision
rules from large datasets.
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